This is the fun part because you simply can’t go wrong. Every color in this palette works beautifully together, so just pick the ones that move you most—as many or as few as you like. Use these colors as a guide when shopping for home décor to complete your look.

CREATE YOUR OWN LOOK

SS 01 Mellow Coral SW 6324
SS 06 Jonquil SW 6674
SS 11 Porcelain SW 0053
SS 16 Aloe SW 6464
SS 02 Thistle SW 6283
SS 07 Hearts of Palm SW 6415
SS 12 Requisite Gray SW 7023
SS 17 Charming Pink SW 6309
SS 03 Lei Flower SW 6613
SS 08 Memorable Rose SW 6311
SS 13 Ash Violet SW 6549
SS 18 Realist Beige SW 6078
SS 04 Breaktime SW 6463
SS 09 Balanced Beige SW 7037
SS 14 Haven SW 6437
SS 19 Watery SW 6478
SS 05 Butter Up SW 6681
SS 10 Honest Blue SW 6520
SS 15 Peppercorn SW 7674
SS 20 Black Magic SW 6991
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great design reflects your personality and taste. But sometimes you want a sense of tranquility and other times, more drama. Using the tips listed below, the coordinating colors in this palette allow you to change the mood and feel but still achieve a unified look. Go bold, strike a balance or be subtle. That’s the beauty of using a perfectly chosen palette throughout your home.

COORDINATE YOUR COLOR TRANSITIONS

It’s all in the details. Once you’ve selected your focal color, use other shades to fill in the gaps and create a color palette that works for you. Whether you’re going for a bold, dramatic look or a softer, more subtle one, using a color palette that combines shades from different families can create a cohesive look throughout your home.

SOFTER SIDE

We’re bringing romance back with a bouquet of colors that could have been selected by Mother Nature herself. Brighter, floral-inspired accents burst forth when contrasted with neutral tones, while gray and charcoal provide a perfect backdrop for soft violets, greens and corals. It’s a look rooted in vintage elegance, but updated with a stylish twist.

REFRESHING

“Perfumes, colors and sounds echo one another.”
Charles Baudelaire
(poet and art critic, born 1821)

LUMINOUS

If a life without drama leaves you wanting, seek no further. This look makes a striking statement instantly. By combining bolder shades with their more neutral counterparts, you can effortlessly create a space high on impact.

SPIRITED

A balanced look is inviting. It accommodates different moods and tastes. Start with a couple of neutral shades that will serve as your base. Pepper with bolder accent colors for a lively surge of intensity. Once you’ve nailed down what works in one room, maintain the balance throughout.

If you view your home—or certain rooms within it—as your sanctuary, tranquility is right at hand when you stick to shades that are similar in tone and saturation. Apply to walls, trim and ceilings for a soothing yet sophisticated look, inviting a sense of relaxation.

Colors we used:*

- Jonquile
- Lei Flower
- Peppercorn

**Don’t Be Afraid to Use Dark Colors**

Dark rooms and walls enhance all the other colors in the space. You’ll be surprised with the results. You can achieve the same effect by adding dark or bold accessories around the room.

Colors we used:*

- thistle
- requisite gray
- haven

**Reinvent Your Furniture**

Try painting furniture to tie a color scheme together from room to room, or paint the inside of a bookcase, armoire, or buffet a dark color. Make sure the surface is paintable and follow proper surface prep techniques before tackling such a project.

Colors we used:*

- hearts of Palm
- realist beige
- charming Pink

**Reconsider White Ceilings**

Most of us tend to paint the ceiling white. Believe it or not, painting your ceiling a shade or two lighter or the same color as your walls makes the space feel more expansive. Try it out.

GET INSPIRED BY ROOMS WE LOVE

1. Natural linen walls
   Porcelain, trim
   thistle, requisite gray
   haven

2. Tiny house
   porcelain on wall and trim
   light blue, trim

3. Shabby chic
   porcelain, light blue, trim
   havana, requisite gray

Wallcoverings shown:

1. pattern # 493-5856
2. pattern # 493-5886
3. pattern # 493-5819

1. Watery / lower walls
   Porcelain / trim
   493-5839 / wallpaper

2. thistle / walls
   Porcelain / ceiling and trim
   black magic / accent
   window trim

3. butter Up / foreground walls
   Lei flower / background walls
   Porcelain / ceiling and trim

1. Hearts of Palm
2. Realist Beige
3. Charming Pink

**2015-2016 Color of the Year**

CITRUS SPRING